Holography relies on the interference between a known reference and a signal of interest to reconstruct both the amplitude and the phase of that signal. With electrons, the extension of holography to the ultrafast time domain remains a challenge, although it would yield the highest possible combined spatiotemporal resolution. Here, we show that holograms of local electromagnetic fields can be obtained with combined attosecond/nanometer resolution in an ultrafast transmission electron microscope (UEM). Unlike conventional holography, where signal and reference are spatially separated and then recombined to interfere, our method relies on electromagnetic fields to split an electron wave function in a quantum coherent superposition of different energy states. In the image plane, spatial modulation of the electron energy distribution reflects the phase relation between reference and signal fields. Beyond imaging applications, this approach allows implementing quantum measurements in parallel, providing an efficient and versatile tool for electron quantum optics.
INTRODUCTION
Holography allows capturing both the phase and the amplitude of a signal distribution by superimposing it with a known reference. This idea was originally proposed by Gabor (1, 2) to improve the resolution of an electron microscope. He first demonstrated the principle using light optics, while holography with electrons was shown shortly afterward (3) . With the invention of intense coherent light sources (lasers) and their most recent technological advancements, optical holography has become a popular technique for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of macroscopic objects, security applications (4, 5) , and microscopic imaging (6) . Electron holography (7, 8) has been successfully used in materials science (9) and also to image electrostatic potentials (10, 11) and magnetic structures (12) . More generally, the holography principle can be extended to any kind of detection configuration involving a periodic signal capable of undergoing interference, such as sound waves (13) , x-rays (14) , or femtosecond pulse waveforms (spectral holography) (15) .
Various recent experiments have been implemented to extend the concept of holography from a static imaging method to a dynamical probe, capable of recording the temporal evolution of both the amplitude and the phase of a signal. Time-resolved optical holography has been successfully realized in the femtosecond regime (16, 17) and further used in combination with photoemission for plasmon imaging with enhanced spatial resolution in time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy (tr-PEEM) (18, 19) .
The introduction of temporal resolution in electron holography is more challenging, and so far, the adopted schemes use temporal gating working in the microsecond time scale (20, 21) . Reaching the ultrafast domain could become a reality owing to recent developments in the ultrafast transmission electron microscope (UEM), in which femtosecond lasers are used to create ultrafast electron pulses (22, 23) . Those developments have enabled real-time filming of electronic collective modes (24) (25) (26) , strain fields (27) , and magnetic textures (28, 29) with a temporal resolution down to a few hundred femtoseconds. Holography with ultrafast electron pulses should also be attainable (23, 30) , yielding similar time resolution and allowing subpicosecond imaging of magnetic and electric fields to be performed. However, most applications of interest involve spatially resolved phase dynamics of electromagnetic fields on the time scale of one to a few femtoseconds. These include electronic excitations in condensed matter, nonradiative energy transfer in molecules, and excitonic currents and condensates, as well as optical fields in metamaterials and photonic crystals.
Here, we demonstrate a time-domain holographic imaging technique implemented in UEM and based on the quantum coherent interaction of electron wave packets with multiple optical fields. We illustrate this method by capturing attosecond/nanometer-resolved phase-sensitive movies of rapidly evolving local electromagnetic fields in plasmonic structures, which serve as an example of nanoscale imaging of phase dynamics. We implement two experimental configurations. The first and simplest one relies on using electron pulses to map the optical interference between a polaritonic reference and a polaritonic signal, both excited with ultrashort light pulses, which is similar to near-field optical or tr-PEEM instruments. The second implementation, which is conceptually different and unique to UEM, is based on Ramsey-type interference (31) and relies on the coherent modulation of the electron wave function by means of spatially separated reference and signal electromagnetic fields. Because the interaction with the sequence of optical fields occurs along the electron propagation direction, the constraint imposed by high transverse electron coherence, necessary for conventional electron holography, is now removed. This limitation has so far prevented the practical realization of holography in time-resolved experiments using pulsed electrons, particularly because multielectron pulses necessary for imaging applications have degraded coherence. Besides the obvious implications for the investigation of ultrafast coherent processes at the nanometer length scale, we show that our approach could be used for accessing the quantum coherence of generic electronic states in a parallel fashion, which can be relevant for future electron quantum optics applications.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Conventional and holographic photon-induced near-field electron microscopy imaging A simple implementation of holographic UEM is based on local interference of two fields, which, in the present study, we realize using two propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). We first describe the interaction mechanism of the electron pulse with a single SPP (Fig. 1A) and then examine the holograms produced by interference between the two SPPs (Fig. 1B) .
In conventional photon-induced near-field electron microscopy (PINEM) (24), electrons inelastically absorb or emit photon energy quanta ℏw (1.57 eV in our experiment). Filtering the inelastically scattered electrons allows one to form real-space images of the plasmon field (24) . The time resolution in PINEM is set by the duration t el of the electron pulses, which restrains the ability to perform realspace dynamical imaging to a few hundred femtoseconds (23) (24) (25) . This time scale is in fact roughly two orders of magnitude longer than the plasmon period and even longer than the duration of the plasmon wave packet determined by the 55-fs light pulse duration. While high spatial resolution can be achieved by monitoring plasmonic standing waves (32) , for a traveling SPP, the electron pulse duration limits spatial resolution to Dx~t el v g , where v g is the plasmon group velocity. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1A . For the SPPs at the Ag/Si 3 N 4 interface studied here, the resulting blurring in the real-space image is typically Dx~50 mm, which is comparable with the plasmon decay length (~65 mm in our system).
This problem of blurring can be overcome via a holographic approach, which uses a second SPP wave used as a reference, to create an interference pattern with the SPP of interest. This interference forms only when both waves overlap in space and time (Fig. 1B) . Denoting k 1 and k 2 as the wave vectors of the two SPPs, the electric field associated with the interference pattern becomes
Here, we consider only the component of the electric field that contributes to the interaction, namely, the one parallel to the electron momentum (33) . The final response is defined by the integral of the field amplitude over the electron pulse duration. As our optical pulses comprise~35 oscillation periods (4s pulse duration), the amplitude of the oscillatory component averages out over the time, thus reducing the contribution of the rightmost cosine factor of Eq. 1 to a constant factor in the inelastic intensity, eliminating spatial oscillations with k 1 + k 2 and leaving only those with k 1 − k 2 . The resulting energyfiltered image is thus a hologram with interference fringes of period 2p/|k 1 − k 2 | (see Fig. 1B ).
When the SPPs are launched by independent pulses, one can tune the relative delay between the reference and the field of interest with subcycle precision (330 as in this work), therefore obtaining the realspace evolution of the phase of the electric field. Moreover, the finite duration of the reference pulse provides a temporal gate, effectively improving the temporal resolution of PINEM in tracking group velocities down to the duration of the laser pulse, in our case, 55 fs. A similar concept has been presented in (34) to control the temporal profile of the electron pulse using a sequence of two incoherent interactions with a visible and near-infrared (IR) pulses, whereas here, the adoption of two phase-locked light pulses provides a fundamentally higher signal-to-background ratio (up to 100%) and gives direct access to the phase dynamics.
To demonstrate the holographic PINEM concept, we have implemented the experiment described in Fig. 1B using a nanostructure composed of two perpendicular slits, fabricated by Ga ion milling of a 43-nm-thick Ag film deposited on a Si 3 N 4 membrane (Fig. 1, inset) . Each slit radiates SPPs at the interface between Ag and Si 3 N 4 when excited with light polarized normally to its long edge (see Materials and Methods for more details). The experiment is conducted under a critical angle condition (35) that minimizes the interaction of the electron with the light beam interrupted by the film (see Materials and Methods).
In Fig. 2 , we show the holograms formed by the two SPPs with relative pulse delays of −77, −20, 0, and 22 fs. These real-space images of the plasmonic field are obtained by energy-filtering inelastically scattered electrons (see Materials and Methods) (33, 36) . By varying the delay between the two light pulses, the position of these interference patterns changes across the square area delimited by the two slits, moving from the left-bottom part at negative times to the top-right region for positive delays (see also movies S1 and S2). This demonstrates the gating effect of the reference pulse, showing that the envelope of the interference pattern is defined by the optical and not by the electron pulse duration. The intensity profiles at each time delay plotted along the k 1 − k 2 direction (marked by the arrow in Fig. 2A ) are shown in Fig. 2 
(E to H).
Access to the phase dynamics allows us to measure the phase velocity v p (see Fig. 2I and movie S2), while the improved temporal resolution of this method enables the determination of the group velocity v g ( Fig. 2J and movie S1). By taking into account the geometrical arrangements of the beams and the slits (see Materials and Methods and note S1), we obtain v p = 2.69 ± 0.05 × 10 8 m/s and v g = 1.95 ± 0.07 × 10 8 m/s, which agree well with the estimated theoretical values of v p = 2.64 × 10 8 m/s and v g = 2.04 × 10 8 m/s, respectively. Because our technique is essentially a spatially resolved temporal cross-correlation method, the characterization of the wave package cross-correlation can be performed with arbitrary precision, in our case, 330 as.
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Spatially separated quantum holography
The holographic approach presented above can be greatly generalized using the coherence between the different energy states of the quantum ladder in which the electronic wave function is split upon interacting with light (35, 37, 38) . This method exploits the fact that the electrons carry information about the amplitude and the phase of the optical field even after the interaction is finished. Thus, the result of any ensuing interaction of the electron will depend on the relative phase between the initial and subsequent optical fields (31) . This allows us to separate in space the interfering fields, enabling in turn the adoption of more practical reference fields.
In particular, we make use of a semi-infinite light field created by the reflection of the optical beam from an electron-transparent optical mirror (Fig. 3A) . The interrupted optical field interacts with the electrons via the inverse transition radiation effect (35, 39) , therefore creating a material-independent reference field, with nearly constant spatial amplitude and phase, providing an optimum reference for holography.
The interaction with this first optical field is captured in the spatially homogeneous coupling factor b 1 , which is a complex number uniquely determined by the amplitude and the phase of the optical field, as well as the electron trajectory (33) . The interaction with the spatially varying signal field, occurring at a distance d further down the electron path, is captured by a space-dependent coupling factor b 2 (x, y). The total interaction is given by a simple sum of two complex numbers b(x, y) = b 1 + b 2 (x, y). The final energy distribution is determined by the modulus |b(x, y)| (33, 40) , which for slowly decaying plasmon fields is predominantly determined by the spatially dependent phase difference Dφ(x, y) between the two optical fields. In Fig. 3 (B to D) , we show the experimentally measured variation of the electron energy distribution as a function of the distance of an electron beam from a directional plasmon emitter, formed as a result of the above-described spatially separated interference. The distribution has the periodicity of the plasmon wavelength, in both the elastic and inelastic channels, which have opposite phases [see Fig. 3C , where we plot the energy profile corresponding to the maximum (red) and minimum (blue) of the elastic peak, which correspond to Dφ = p and 0, respectively].
The
Here, E 1 , φ 1 and E 2 , φ 2 are amplitudes and phases of the reference and signal fields, respectively, e and ℏ are fundamental constants, and v is the electron velocity. The linearity of this formula implies that the nonlocal interference contrast is mathematically equivalent to the previously discussed case of local interference. The only difference is a constant phase offset e −iwd/v between the two fields, which can be compensated by properly choosing the mutual delay between them. For fields that substantially vary not only within the (x, y) plane but also along the z coordinate (3D nano-objects, nonplanar plasmonic structures, etc.), the phase factor e −iwd/v produces an important contribution to the overall contrast. It reflects the change in the phase of the signal field due to retardation. In other words, it contains information about the z distribution of the signal field, which can be directly retrieved because both the electron velocity and the light frequency are known quantities. This would allow for a complete 3D phase tomography of the signal of interest to be performed and could be used to reconstruct the complex electric field distribution around 3D particles or nanostructures.
The mathematical equivalence of local plasmon holography and spatially separated quantum holography allows us to treat the recorded holograms with the same formalism of propagating and standing waves. In the spatially separated realization, the homogeneous reference field is noncollinear with respect to any propagating signal field, ensuring the formation of a standing wave pattern. An additional phase variation appears if the wavefront of the reference wave is tilted with respect to the mirrors surface, generating Doppler-like shifts (41) in the interference pattern.
We present an observation of this effect in Fig. 4 . We record holograms formed by the tilted wavefront of the light reflected from a Ag mirror and a plasmon wave emitted from a hole carved in the Ag layer. The tilted wavefront can be described by Eq. 1 through the addition of the small in-plane wave vector component k 2 = k ph|| , coherently superimposing on the in-plane plasmon wave vector k 1 = k SPP , whose direction is radial with respect to the center of the hole (see Fig. 4A ). The resulting pattern exhibits a periodicity k 1 − k 2 = k SPP − k ph|| , which is direction dependent and leads to the Doppler effect shown in Fig. 4  (B and D) . This effect is naturally absent in the untilted hologram shown in Fig. 4C .
Detection of electronic quantum coherence
Besides the direct implications for the visualization of phase-sensitive dynamics, our holographic approach can be useful for the characterization of the quantum state of a generic free-electron state, such as the one generated in the photoemission process from a solid-state material illuminated with ultraviolet (UV) light. This problem is of great interest not only for UEM but also for free-electron lasers and attosecond physics (42) . It has been shown that, in the photoemission process, electrons carry information about the phase of the exciting optical field (43) . However, because of several uncontrolled factors, such as screening potentials, scattering events, or external field inhomogeneities, coherence is usually lost in part (44) . While, in attosecond science, reliable techniques have been developed to investigate this issue (45, 46) , it is still a pending problem in UEM, which is particularly relevant when targeting sub-electronvolt excitations (26) in condensed matter, where the relevant energy is smaller than or comparable to the electron energy spread, and thus, beam coherence becomes an important condition.
We stress that the quantum coherence of an electron state, while related, must not be confused with the coherence between the electrons usually discussed in the context of electron holography. In the context of holography, coherence rather refers to a measurement of the monochromaticity and phase stability of the electron plane wave, whereas quantum coherence in the context of the present study describes our ability to determine whether an electron is in a pure state or rather entangled to the environment. In a quantum coherent state, an electron can be in a superposition of states with vastly different energies and, as a consequence, without being very coherent in the holographic sense (i.e., not producing clear sinusoidal interference patterns when subjected to interference experiments). The word coherence in the quantum sense indicates that the phase between different energy states is determined via the time evolution operator and is not random. In mathematical terms, quantum coherences of a state manifest in nonzero off-diagonal terms of its density matrix. In our method, the interaction between the SPP and the electron makes a generic electronic quantum state r in evolve unitarily into a space-dependent (distance x) state r out (x). In this manner, off-diagonal terms of r in get projected onto the observable diagonal terms of r out (x). As our approach is able to simultaneously record spatial and spectral information (see Fig. 3B ), we can readily determine how the energy distribution of the final electronic state varies with respect to x. This information can be used to identify and characterize the quantum coherences of the initial state.
The model calculation presented in Fig. 5 shows how our method can discriminate between a highly coherent (pure) and a fully incoherent (completely mixed) electron distribution, modeling the density matrix r in of photoelectrons generated, for example, by UV illumination of a solid target. These states are then made to interact with a traveling plasmon polariton excited by a mid-IR (MIR) optical field with a photon energy significantly smaller than the energy width of the photoemitted electrons. The MIR and UV pulses are considered mutually phase-locked (e.g., via harmonics generation), so that the electron, if photoemitted in a pure state by carrying phase information imprinted from the UV light, is also phase-locked to the MIR light. First, we consider electrons emitted in a pure Gaussian state (Fig. 5,  A and B, and see Materials and Methods for details) for which the coherent interaction with the SPP field results in a generally asymmetric spectrogram, whose shape strongly depends on the phase difference between the SPP field and the UV photon used in the photoemission process. We stress that this phase dependence is a general property of any pure state spectrogram, while the asymmetry is not necessarily observed and might be absent for some particular profiles of the wave functions. In contrast, when considering the spectrogram of a completely mixed Gaussian state (Fig. 5, C and D) , we find it to be symmetric and phase independent. Thus, by observing the spatial dependence of the electron energy distribution, we can establish whether there is partial coherence in the photoemitted electrons.
This observation allows us to propose a further extension of the UEM holographic imaging discussed above. Figure 5B suggests that the spectrogram formed by coherent photoelectrons encodes information about the spatial phase distribution of SPPs, even without making use of the reference optical field, thus providing the most practical realization of quantum holographic UEM. Similar to the approach described by Priebe et al. (47) , our methods also provide sufficient information for the reconstruction of the complete density matrix of an unknown electronic state, but now, in contrast to their approach, which consists in obtaining the density matrix after multiple acquisitions with different phase or amplitude field configurations, our scheme uses well-controlled spatially dependent SPP fields to realize a number of projective measurements in a parallel fashion. Besides purely practical aspects, the intrinsically parallel nature of the acquisition method can be interesting in evaluating entanglement between single electrons. The position-dependent unitary interaction not only allows us to project the electron state onto different measurement bases, which is a necessary tool for revealing entanglement, but also allows us to simultaneously do it for different electrons. This can be achieved using engineered apertures that direct entangled electrons through the desired regions of the optical field. In addition, coincident detection of the spectrum of entangled electrons, directly applicable to our parallelized scheme, makes it possible to implement a Bell-type experiment for electrons.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have demonstrated both local and spatially separated holographic approaches based on ultrafast transmission electron microscopy. We have shown that these methods significantly improve time resolution. In addition, because they are phase sensitive, they allow us to determine the phase and group velocities of the propagating SPPs involved in the experiment. Moreover, the nonlocal character of our method allows us to completely decouple the reference and probe fields, which is not possible when relying on near-field optical or photoemission microscopy techniques. We remark that our demonstration of spatially separated quantum holography is enabled by exploiting the interaction with a semi-infinite light field, which provides a nearly perfect material-independent reference. The extension of this method to any local collective field promoting periodic modulation of the electron wave function is straightforward and offers a unique perspective to achieve atomic and subfemtosecond combined resolution in transmission electron microscope (TEM). Possible objects of interest to be studied with this technique are atomic polarizabilities, excitons, phonons, Higgs, and other collective and quasiparticle excitations in condensed matter systems. In addition, our method enables a spatially resolved detection method of coherences in electron quantum states with great potential for electron quantum optics applications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental
Electron-transparent samples were prepared by depositing through sputtering a silver thin film (43 nm) on a Si 3 N 4 membrane (30 nm) suspended on an 80 mm by 80 mm window in a Si support. Grooves completely penetrating the Ag film and partially penetrating the Si 3 N 4 membrane were produced by focused Ga ion beam milling. The samples were mounted in a double-tilt TEM holder.
The 55-fs-long, 1.57-eV, 300-kHz repetition rate optical pulses from a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier were used as both signal and reference fields. The third harmonic of these pulses was used to produce electron pulses via photoemission from a LaB 6 cathode. Experiments were conducted in a modified JEOL-2100 TEM, as described in (48) .
In all of our experiments, the full width at half maximum of the laser beams was 25 mm. For the local holography experiment, SPPs were selectively excited by aligning the laser polarization with the normal-to-edge direction; this was achieved by maximizing the PINEM response from a single pulse in the region of the sample where excitation only from one nanocavity was present. Energy-filtered imaging was performed using a Gatan GIF Quantum electron energy loss spectrometer.
In our experimental setup, the light beam propagated at an angle of 4.5°± 1°with respect to the direction of the electron beam, which was oriented along the optical axis of the microscope. For the local interference experiment, the sample was tilted by 12°with respect to electron direction while maintaining the normal to the surface within the plane defined by the light and electron beam directions. This allowed us to minimize the contribution from the semi-infinite field reflected by the flat sample surface, as, for these conditions, modification produced on the electron wave function by the incident and reflected beams was exactly canceled (35) . The presence of this tilt resulted in retardation effects, which were manifested as a tilt of the plasmon wavefront with respect to the edge of the groove sources. The images presented in Figs. 2 and 4 are projections of the electron distribution on the plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. Geometrical considerations accounting for the retardation effects and the calculation of the corresponding corrections to the phase and group velocities are presented in note S1.
Data analysis
The data presented in Figs. 2 and 4 were acquired in the zero-loss peak suppression mode described in (26) . To make the contrast more visible, we subtracted a slowly varying background in Fig. 2 , approximated by a 2D parabolic function and originating predominantly in the beam shape and a nonholographic PINEM offset. The magnification of the images was calibrated with a 463-nm optical replica calibration sample. Presented images were median-filtered to remove off-scale pixels produced by cosmic rays. The theoretical estimates of group and phase velocities were conducted as described in (25) .
Calculation of the electron spectra The electron energy spectra shown in Fig. 3A were calculated as described in (35) for electron and photon pulses of 60 fs and under a tilt angle of q = 35°. The intensity of both reference and signal fields was taken to be 0.13 GW/cm 2 .
Calculation of the spectrograms for the pure and mixed electronic states Two extreme types of electronic quantum states were considered as input of the holographic technique considered in Fig. 5 : a pure (p)
Gaussian state with wave function jy〉 p ¼ ∑ i gðE i ÞjE i 〉, where g(E i ) is a Gaussian probability amplitude, and a completely mixed (cm)
Gaussian state with a diagonal density matrix r cm ¼ ∑ i hðE i ÞjE i 〉〈E i j, where h(E i ) is a Gaussian probability. In the interaction picture, the two optical interactions implemented in the spatially separated holographic method are described by the unitary operators (31, 38, 40, 47 ikx , where A and k are set to 5 and 1, respectively, and Dφ is the phase difference between the laser pulses used for photoemission and SPP generation. In the absence of the first interaction, we demonstrated the possibility of performing holography with coherent electrons, without making use of the reference field.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/ content/full/5/5/eaav8358/DC1 Note S1. Calculation of group and phase velocities. Fig. S1 . Wavefronts of the plasmons forming the interference pattern for arbitrary light wavefront tilt (incidence direction in the sample plane). Movie S1. Plasmon hologram evolution with 0.33-fs time step. Movie S2. Plasmon hologram evolution over 145-fs delay span.
